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Letters to the Editor. 
[The. JJ?ditor does not hold himself responsible for 

op·mwns expressed by hts con·espondents. Neither 
can he. undertake to retttrn, no·r to correspond with 
the wnters of, rejected manuscripts intended for this 
or any other part of NATURE. No notice is taken 
of communications.] 

Theories of Muscular Contraction. 
SINCE Lundsgaard showed that the contractile 

mechanism can work wit.hout production of lactic 
acid and that this acid, when formed, appears mainly, 
perhaps entirely, after contraction is over, the one 
remaining important chemical change, the breakdown 
of phosphagen (phosphocreatine) is generally sup
posed to precede and cause contraction. This view, 
however, scarcely accounts properly for the observed 
behav1our of muscles poisoned with iodoacetate. 
In such muscles, when stimulated in nitrogen, ex
haustion of the phosphagen supply brings to an end 
the only available exothermic r eaction and the 
muscle fails to respond ; but it does not fail to con
tract, it fails to relax, for it remains in a state of con
tracture (' rigor ') developing a t ension not far short 
of a maximal twitch. It seems more natural to con

that the chemical reactions accompanying 
act1vity are primarily concerned with relaxation and 
occur after contraction ; this is to say, they represent 
stages in a 'recovery process ' as that term has been 
applied to processes in nerve. 

When Fletcher and Hopkins had exploded the 
' inogen ' theory of contraction, it was assumed that 
the of e:'ents be (1) excitation, (2) an 
exothermiC chemiCal reactwn, (3) contraction. It 
was therefore supposed that in resting muscle the 
contractile mechanism (whatever its nature) was a,t 
zero energy potential and that the exothermic re· 
action ' charged up ' the system to high potential, 
thereby producing a structure tending to be of short-er 
length. Relaxation was the result of dissipating the 
energy and returning to zero potential. The th13ory 
here suggested is the opposite and is a partial return 
to the 'inogcn' theory. In resting muscles the con· 

mechanism is supposed to be at a steady 
htgh pot.;ntial, maintained by the resting metabolism. 
On excitation, the potential falls to zero and the 
muscle tends to a shorter length. It then relaxes 

the contractile mechanism is.recharged to its 
ongmal potential by what IS essent1ally a speeding 
up of chemical changes occurring the whole time. 
In moving muscles the recharging is begun by 
the rap1d process of phosphagen breakdown ; in 
slower muscles other slower reactions may perhaps 
replace the phosphagen mechanism. 

The terms ' charge ' and ' discharge ' are intended 
to suggest the analogy of an electrical condensf:'r. 

contractile mechanism well consist of longi· 
tudmally arranged and electncally polarised surfaces. 
If these are extensible, the repulsive forces of the 
electric charges will make them longer when charged 
than dlScharged. A mechanism of this sort is similar 
to that generally supposed to be concerned with the 
excitation process in nerve. H owever, the main 

is quite independent of any particular type of 
mechanism imagined to exist in the muscle 

and 18 a matter of the time relations of the chemical 
reactions. 

The theory here suggested, 'Charged at Rest', 
seems to fit the facts at least as well as the alternative 
'Discharged at Rest', and in some cases better. As 
already mentioned, it gives a more accurate account 
of the phenomena of the iodoacetate muscle. It 
provides a function for the resting metabolism and 
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why th.e metabolism of activity and of 
rest. dif!er rather than qualitatively. 
Agam, Jt fits m bett-er with the phenomena of the re

period after excitation. If each excitation 
the contractile .mechanism to zero poten

tial, a second d1scharge 1s 1mposs1ble unttl recharging 
has begun, and the second discharge will be smaller 
than, th_e first until the full potential is reached. On 
the Dtscharged at Rest ' theory there is no reason 
to expect ::e.fractory phase. Lastly, if, as seems 

the lmttal resting state is more unstable the 
lugher the potential, it is easy to see how some 
muscles can be self-exciting and others not. That is 
to say, the difference between heart and skeletal 
muscle is that in the heart the recharging process is 
slow (lo;ng refractory period) but tends to charge the 
m echarusm up beyond the level at which it is stable. 
In skeletal muscle the recharging is rapid but never 

the level at which extra energy has to be 
provide? by an external stimulus to discharge the 
mechamsm. 

A. D. RITCHIE. 
Victoria University of Manchester, 

Jan 8. 

Inheritance of Milking Capacity. 
A STUDY of the milk yields of the progeny of 728 

of the Red Danish breed has been made with a 
vtew t<? determ_ine-first, the ability of each bull to 
transmit the dtfferent degrees ?f milking capacity ; 

secondly, havmg thus obtamed an index of this 
to determine the extent to which it was 

mftuenced by the various animals in his pedigree. 
The average number of daughters to each bull was 18. 

figures were taken from the annual reports of the 
Mrlk Recording Societies throughout Denmark for 
1918-1931. The daughters' yields were mainly 
calculated on the average of the first two lactations 
and corrected to the third lactation. The records of 
the. dams and were based on as many lac

as posstble, from three to ten, and avemging 
5·5. The average of these uncorrected lactations 
was taken as an indication of the milking capacity 
of the dam or grandams. 

To m easure of the ability of 
bulls to transm1t mrlkm.g capaerty, corr'elations were 
made of the average yields of the daughters of these 
I 

Total Yield of 
I 

I I Total Yield of 
I Milk. 

rro:-"'" , 1 "' 11 N ----:;: rrY/rrX r Ry rrif(rr.c I 

1 Bulls t o Sires . 555 0·2;}5! 0 29l ·0·877 o 3z4 -o 388 o 834 I 
1 , to Dams . 7'2.5 0·173 0·117 1·47 o 183 0·141 l-30 I 
1 

, to Paternal 
o·sires . -!73 0 202 0 ·263 0 767 0 193 0 267 0·723 

/ , to Materna[ 
0·8851 G'sires , ii05 0·194 0·208 0·932 0·258 0·291 

. , to Pa tern:tl I G'dams. 721 0 ·026 0 ·018 1·45 0 ·061 0·055 
, to .Maternal 

0·077,1·46 715 0·112 o·l7o I 0·134 
I I L 

The error of · r' ranges from ± 0·03 to ± 0·04. 
R =RegressiOn. 
Bulls (x) mean total yield of milk=4403 a=440. 

HO 

1·27 

of butter-fat= 179·64 kgm., a=2fH8. 

I 
I 

b.ulls to the average yields of the daughters of their 
Sires, and to the actual yields of their dams and gran
dams. Thus the milking capacity of the bulls (as 
m easured by the yields of their daughters) has been 
correlated to the milking capacity of the sires and 
grandsires (similarly measured) and to the dams and 
grandams measured by .actual production). 
These conelatwns ar'e as shown m the accompanying 
table. 
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